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1 of 1 review helpful A Fresh Approach to Meaning and Being Human By Rita Romero There is a good deal of 
anxiety anger and discussion today about how our society indeed humanity itself stands at a crossroads reflected in the 
pervasive sense of imminent crisis and upheaval There are many movements organizations and self help books that 
seek to instruct us on how to live a better life but Robert Wasley stands apar The world is in the grips of fundamental 
change unlike any other period in our 10 000 years of history The ongoing challenges of political upheaval climate 
change poverty income inequality along with artificial intelligence robotics and other issues have coalesced putting on 
full display the shortcomings of current value structures as sources for solutions Modern societies are fragmented and 
at odds within themselves The same is true of individuals who long 
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the future imperfect trope as used in popular culture people in the future tend to misunderstand past culture in funny 
ways the further one goes into the  the our werewolves are different trope as used in popular culture a sub trope of our 
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